The question whether a convex closed curve can be approximated by ellipses having a large number of foci is considered . It is shown that the limiting, convex figure of multifocal ellipses may have only one single straight segment . This happens only in the case, when the foci tend partly to infinity and partly to points of the line through the straight segment . The approximations of certaiǹ distance integrals' are treated ; the characterization of approximability remains an open problem .
Introduction
Many years ago Vázsonyi' [2] raised the question of whether a convex closed curve could be approximated arbitrarily by ellipses, possibly having a large number of foci . Let F,, F_, . . . , F be n points in the plane ; we shall call the set of points P satisfying the relation P . ERDŐS I . VINCZE PF,=C(>C.) i=1 a multifocal ellipse or a W .-curve . Here G = min PF, .
(P) ,_, It is well known that the function f (P) _ 1"_, PF achieves its minimum G in one and only one point in the plane, when the set {F,, FZ F } does not lie on a straight line, while the set of minimum points of f (P) may be a linear set when the foci lie on a line . For C > Co the W -curves are convex, closed curves filling out the whole plane .
The answer to the problem of Vázsonyi was in the negative . In [1] , we proved that an equilateral triangle cannot be approximated arbitrarily by W"-curves. We constructed a convex, closed curve containing a straight segment, which could be approximated by W"-curves when one focus tended to -. But the question remained open as to whether a convex, closed curve containing two straight segments could be approximated by W -curves . We turn now to the justification of the statement that : the limiting, convex figure of W -curves may have only one single straight segment. Some related questions will also be considered .
1 . Some simple general statements 1 .1 . Let P,, P2 and F be three points in the plane . Denote by Po the middle point of the segment P,P 2 . We have
with the equality holding in the cases when F lies on the straight line through P, and P2, or when F lies at -.
The equality in (1 .1) is a consequence of the elementary relation from which we obtain and (P, F-P2 F)2 = 2Po F Z + 2 P, P2 -2P, F • P 2 F.
From these, the equality in (1 .1) follows immediately . The inequality (1 .1) is a simple consequence of the triangle inequality .
1 .2 . We shall consider point sets F, _ (F,,, F2" • • •, F,) depending on a real parameter t (0< t < -) . Let (a,,, b;,) and (r;,, cp") be the Cartesian and polar coordinates respectively of the point F, . We shall assume that when t -, F" -> F, where the point F, and all of its coordinates tend continuously to the limit points with the coordinates (a ;, b;) and (r;, cp; ) . The number of points n may be allowed to increase, but this will not play an essential role in our considerations, except in Section 3 . The multifocal ellipse with focus-system F, will be denoted by W., and lim W., = W or W according to whether n remains fixed or itself tends to -. 4PoF2 +p 1 P2 = 2(P, F 2+ P2F2 ), (P,F+P2 F)2 =2Po F 2 +iP,Fz+2P,F P Z F A system of W ,-curves (0 < t < -), i .e . the system of foci and the corresponding constants c,, for which will usually be determined by the requirement that they pass through two fixed points P, and Pz of the plane for all values of t. This does not determine the single W,,-curves and the system uniquely but what we need is a continuous change of the curves, tending to a finite (bounded) curve . Because of the broad possibilities in the choice of the points, F, when n ? 3, this requirement can always be fulfilled .
1 .3 . Let us consider W,,,-curves with focus system F going through the points P, and P, for each t :
Then the following result holds . This statement is a consequence of the definition and of the convexity of the limiting curve .
The relation (1 .4) is not sufficient . This can be seen as follows : suppose that the F, (for i = 1, 2, • • •, n) tend to infinity in different directions in such a way that for any value of t, the W,,,-curve passes through P, and P, . Then according to (1 .1) the relation (1 .4) holds . But, as we shall see in Section 2, if we consider the curves with F (F" (t, 0), F" ( -t, 0), F3, (0, t), F,, (0, -t)) going through the points Pí (1,1), Pz (1, -1) (and by symmetry also through P3 (-1,1) and P,(-1, -1)), these will tend to a circle pasing through the four points .
1 .4 . As a result of the above considerations, namely relations (1 .1) and (1 .4), we can conclude that the following theorem holds . Theorem 1 .1 . The W,,-curve passing through the points P, and P, for all values of t, can approach a limiting figure containing the segment P, P, only in the case where the F tend partly to -and partly to points on the line through P, and P, outside the open segment PP, .
In (1 .4) all terms are non-negative, hence the F, must tend to -or to points on the line P,P2 ; but when F lies inside the segment P,P2 we do not obtain 0 for the corresponding term .
We can also state the following result . Proof. By (1 .1) and the fact that not all the points F lie on the straight line P,P2, at least one of the relations with k a positive constant, holds . Thus (1 .4) cannot be satisfied (even if n tends to -), and from Proposition 1 .1 our theorem is proved .
Starting from the above results, we should be able to conclude the statement given in our introduction . Let us now turn to a method based on the determination of the limiting figures .
2. Limiting figures of the W"-curves 2.1 . We turn now to the representation of the limits of the W",-curves when n is fixed and t -> oc . Suppose that F,, -F,, i = 1, 2, • • •, k and ri , --> -, Bpi, --cp, for i = k + 1, k + 2, • • •, n. We assume that the curves pass through the points P; (e;, 71i ) j = l, 2, and furthermore that the curves for all t remain bounded . As a result of continuity, these conditions can be satisfied . Since for k = 1 our equations lead in general to an ellipse, we assume in the next paragraph that k ? 2 .
..
Without loss of generality we may assume that the curves pass through the points P, (0, -1) and P2(0, 1) . Then we have for
Equations (2 .4) or (2 .5) can be satisfied for -1 --y -1 only in the case where ai =0, i =1,2,-. -, k, i .e . when k k IIy-bi I =Z11+bi I +(y+1) Z sin Ti ,
which hold for y = -1 and for y = + 1 . The left-hand side can be linear in the interval ( -1, 1), when bi < -1 or bi ? 1 for i = 1, 2, • • •, k, otherwise the derivative has a discontinuity in the interval (-1, 1) ; this does not occur on the right side . This means that when the limiting curve contains two linear segments, then the foci must tend to -or to the intersection of the two lines . This is essentially the case when k = 1, which corresponds to an ellipse, or when k = 0 . As we shall see in the next paragraph, when k = 0 so that all the foci tend to -, the limiting figure is either an infinite line or an ellipse . Restricting ourselves to bounded limiting curves, we have the following result . In (2 .1) and (2 .2) at the same time the prescription of the three points P 1 , PZ and P3 determines completely the `average' direction of the (n -k) foci, and the approach to -; i.e . the G ;=k+1 cos cpi and Y-°= k +, sin cpi are determined uniquely . As ri, = C,t (0 < C < -), from (2 .6) we obtain for j = Now whenever 7_ j _, cos cp;, and E ;-, sin cp;, do not both tend to 0, then for t--we obtain an infinite line, which is of little interest to us . Let us assume that cp;, -cp" i = 1,2,---,n and (2 .8) cos cp, = 0, sin gyp; = 0 .
Then for finite t we obtain for j = 1, 2, the relation (x sin ce;,+ycoscp ;,)'_ ( ; sin ce;,+71;cos(p ;,)'+Q(1) . C One can easily see from (2 .1) that, for example, a circle cut by a circular chord segment cannot be approximated by W"-curves .
3 . Cases when n tends to Co = min g(P) = g(P,,,) Có = min y(P) = y(Pó) (P) (P) and Po and Pó are unique (see e .g . [3] ) . Taking a uniform partition on G and F the sums Z PGAf and Z PQOs, for n -oo 1_1 -I
will approximate the corresponding integrals on the whole curves g(P) = C and y(P) = C . Thus we have the following result .
Theorem 3.1 . Any curve with Equations (3 .1) and (3 .1') can be approximated by W"-curves, when n-x .
The same statement holds for curves with the equation P . ERDÓS AND I, VINCZE g(P) + y(P) + 2 PF = C ; a)
but whether these types of curves (integrating perhaps on more general domains), including those given in Section 2, are the only ones which can be approximated by means of W.-curves remains an open problem .
